1. New entry portal with external gathering spaces, seating and shade. Cowch and assorted crops for imagination play and shelter with slab and accessible picnic table (5a).
2. Timber post, rail and mesh fence with salvaged timber for imagination play and shelter.
3. Timber goblin climber.
4. Large accessible carousel with retaining frame and temporary rubber access.
5. Large accessible trampolines of various shapes and sizes with wetpour access.
6. Discovery, communication and dexterity elements in central area of site.
7. Standing stones mystery zone with large stone and timber portal (22a.) to standing stones.
8. Timber goblin climber.
9. Standing stones mystery zone with large stone and timber portal (22a.) to standing stones.
10. Timber goblin climber.
11. Standing stones mystery zone with large stone and timber portal (22a.) to standing stones.